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P R E L IM IN A R Y  OBSERVATIONS
a ) P/nnned ecoKowy is the basic feature of any kind of socialist system* 
However, in our days, planned economy can take various /or?n.s. For a 
length of time the countries of Eastern Europe adopted the original 
/S'optei mode/. In the Hungarian legal and economic literature this model 
of planned economy — together wit the other government-controlled 
organisatory means of the national economy grouped around it — is 
called a direcl or more simply, a riirecf ecowonty-coM r^oL
b'ny system.
Essential features of this system are the following:
— TMdioMcd eroaowy is being cca/w//y directed u.s a sinylc eM/erpn-se on 
basis of the national economy plan elaborated — with the partici­
pation of various other public organs — by the National Planning 
Office, on the assumption that the central organ can estimate all 
requirements and can likewise organise the production and turnover 
aimed at optimal satisfying of these requirements;
the centra) control organ — in principle under the supervision of 
the government — determines the .s7rar/are a/' /Ac aa/aayiay oryaa,s 
of economy, that is to say defines what such organs may exist and 
wind their tasks are:
— within the .spAcrr a/' /a-sAa of nationat economy dcc//md hv ttie go­
vernment as a/ /aiatary ia;/mr/aacc, x7a/e-oaacd craa/a/aic.s act w it)) 
])ractica)ly tota) exctusivity: /Acir proper /iae being strictiv defined 
by positive ru)ings; cacA .-da/c-ncwd coa)/)aay aa/y oa/y parsac /Ac 
ar/iri/y to which t))ev are r:rprcwr/y aa/Aori-sed ia /Acir .s/a/acs'. white 
ad/Aia /Ac s/a/e-oamed s/dmre craapaaics raa Ac /oa/a/cd /or aay \/a'c;'/a' 
croaowir /a.sA;
eac)i coni])anv )ias an exact allotted /daa /arye/ based mainly on 
subsistential in()ices and they are committed to achieve this target: 
i) the company acts in accordance with the rulings, it is centrally 
deemed as baaaayiay we//" if not. as "n;aaay:ay wrowy".
- commerce -  executing practice!)v tasks of di.s/riAa/ioa — is tike- 
wise ranged among the most important economic activities; accor- 
dingly. coaoacrcc i.s a state-controlled activity or more exactly a a 
ac/iri/.y /rar.sacd Ay a .s/a/e-o?cacd coa;paay:
— ca-apcra/irc.s- — in w hatever torn) — are ccaaaaoc oryaas f</.scroada/y 
i/a/aa7aacc; it fo) lows that they are not allowed to execute tasks 
of mrimary itnportance and are drrrra aa/ a/ /radc — an exception 
being co))stitute<l by the co-operatives for purchase, consumption 
and sale maintained in the villages to cater for peripheral regions 
and having a very restricted scope only;
— as it is, the sphere of activity of co-operatives is held in very narrow 
limits ro-opcra/iae.s' Af/nwymy /a a rcr/afa AraacA way parsae cer/aia 
dc/iai/c ar/iai/ic-s only — for instance an agricultural co-operative 
may only be engaged in agricultural production and is not allowed 
to keep a shop or set up a manufacturing/processing plant: 
though — as per the legal regulation — no obligatory plan target 
may he allotted to ro-opera/iac.s', still it) a rather complicated wav, 
they Accoam /dna-ronnad/rd, one of the consequences being that if 
they comply with their plan-commitments, they wilt have neither 
funds nor labour left for other activities:
as the economic activity relegated to the sphere of co-operatives 
— atid in particular the activity of the agricultural co-operatives 
w ithin the scope it) which they are forced to exercise their activities 
brings hardly any profit, it is the primary da/y a/ /Ac .sapcrt'i.wry 
aryaa.s' a/co-opera/faf-s /a aa/Ae -sarc /Aa/ /Ac co-opcra/icc.s' do ao/ exceed 
/Arir .spAerc dc/7ard Ay /Ac rr/rrriay /cya/ rcyaA//;oa lest they may dis­
continue the. for them, unprofitable agricultural production, 
the regulations referring to the legal standing of legal entities did 
likewise render impossible any transgression of the sphere of acti 
vitv, declaring:
"A  legal entity has legal standing in the sphere determined by their 
purposes fulfilled within the People's Republic of Hungary and by
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the requirements of the socialist co-operation" (Ptk. § 28. Section 
(2))h On basis of the Paragraph the Court considered nut! and void 
any contract conctudcd by parties through exceeding the said sphere 
of activity: "A  contract concluded by an agricultural co-operative 
exceeding the legally defined scope of activity is null and void (posi­
tion taken under No. 7/!!)7<) at the division chairmen's conference 
of the Suprme Courts. Civil College).
As shown bv the foregoing, ia /A is /Arm q/ pAocMcd ermiowy — on 
account of legal regulation — ro-opern/i'wa were exclu­
ded from trade, to be more exact, /rowt par.sMi/q/ ronuMcrr Ai/ ur/i- 
Agricultural co-operatives had the task — and the possibility 
— to raise agricultural produce, sell these in natural state (in many 
cases at a price below cost ) to the central purchasing agency and to 
procure — frequently on allocation basis — the industrial products 
required for their agricultural work. Beyond the fact that row/racAs 
/ruM.syre.s'.siny /Ai.s spAerc ure ?od/ nnd void (Ptk § 200 Section (2), § 
234 Section (1)) the managing crcrc/irc.s' q/' /Ac ro-opera/d'c (several 
of them) acre nAso saAjcWcd /u proceeding a a der /Ac pewrd A;;r.
A) Planned econoniy — and the correlated system of means — have under­
gone considerable changes in Hungary. It should be noted that this 
change took a long time and did not proceed without jerks and relapses. 
It is likewise to be noted that today the other socialist countries (or 
their overwhelming majority) have taken steps towards the solution 
found in Hungary or some similar arrangement, however, while those 
endeavours are as yet in an "experimental" stage, in Hungary, the 
characteristic features of an indircc/ econo/nic womgeme?;/ can be clearly 
traced, such as:
— centra] planning has been left unchanged, directing of the national 
economv likewise, however. /Ac pAn? is that of the government and 
is no/ AroAen donut /o ccono/nic nni/.s, the enterprises act i/idepewdcM/Zy 
according to their own plans, the ccn/ro/ oryon.s of economic mana­
gement nnry in/ct/erc ni/A /Ac con;puny p/w/nr/icc Ay direr/ in.s/rnf- 
/ion.s on/y rnreiy n/ rmtdi/inn.s dc/i/icd in /Ac /ego/ reyc/u/iwcs. the or­
gans of the centra] administration wish to achieve the aim of making 
the economic units adapt their plans to the plan of national eco­
nomy by means of ccono/n ic rcynAf/org (credit, subsidies, taxes, inter­
est, defined standard of wages);
— the constructional framework of economy is rendered less rigid and 
the companies are no longer bound to strictly defined profiles;
— companies may be founded not only by central organs (Cabinet 
Council, Ministers, heat! of a chief national authority, local councils) 
but also by the companies themselves by association as subsidiary 
company (sec Act VI.) 1977-re state-owned companies -  repea­
tedly modified): contrary to eralier rulings, today, a state-owned 
company may pursue any activity from which she is no/ dcAorrcd by 
provisions of the law.
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77; e game ;c/erg /o /Ac co-opem/weg.
— There is no more question of the "most important tasks" being 
fulfilled by state-owned companies only — though there are still 
several state monopolies — on the contrary, the basic principle 
is that tasks of national economy should be provided ior by organs 
capaMe /o do go (whether state-owned company, co-operative, eco­
nomic association, private person)
— co-operatives are no longer pushed into the second line of economy 
— their sphere may, in principle, extend to any economic activity, 
the supervisory organs have to control that they observe the refer­
ring legal regulations;
— there is likewise a change in the ruling about the legal standing of 
legal entities — this standing extends to all economic and other 
activities (Ptk § 28, Section (2)) except those rights and obligations 
which by their nature may only be related to man; the statites leave 
a wide scope for these activities and even if this is exceeded the civil 
contract will remain valid, it is up to the founders to object to the 
transgressing of this scope defined, it should be stressed, within 
wide limits.
According to the present-day regulations of the economic order, the 
following may take part in commercial ac/ioi/ieg.*
— state-owned companies (and their subsidiaries)
— co-operatives (and their enterprises)
— association of the above (all three being legal entities)
— private tradesmen
— companies of private persons
— other organisations (enterprises of social organisations, associations).
1. SCOPE OF AC TIV ITY  OF CO-OPERATIVES
The situation outlined in general by the foregoing is illustrated by the 
legal regulations affecting the scope of activity of — anv kind of — co­
operatives.
The basic legal provision in the Departmental Order No. 54/1980 (X II. 
18) MT. This starts from the fact that in Hungary there are many kinds 
of co-operatives belonging to economically (or not typically economi­
cally) operating 6ra?mAeg [§ 1, Section (1)] such as agricultural co-opera­
tives, industrial co-operatives, consumers' and sales co-operatives, 
home-building and maintenance co-operatives, savings co-operatives. 
The legal regulations give a <ye?uoa/ ruling about the ac/im/ieg that the 
co-operatives belonging to the said branches may pursue, or more accu­
rately about their maw scope of activity. Within this, each co-operative 
"will determine their own scope of activity". [§ 1. Section (1)]. "They 
may not, however, pursue any activity relegated by law, legal regula­
tion or departmental order exclusively to the scope of activity of some
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state-owned economic organ [§ 1. Section(2)]. The range of such activi­
ties has become by today very narrow. What is more, some of the acti­
vities reserved for state-owned companies may be exercised by co-ope­
ratives as weli, provided they have obtained an approval o/ com- 
pe7e%7
Excepting some state monopolies as e.g. tobacco — commercial acti­
vity is neither generally nor in respect of commodities pro/d№cd for the 
co-operatives.
They only have to observe the rules prescribed by the legal regulations 
for commerce and in particular for trading in some commodities (as 
for instance hygienics).
To samp Mp/ co-operatives as determined by the branch to which they 
may .sc/7 7/ieir own produce /o anyone and may with anyone conclude a 
contract for the parc/iase o/ any prodnc/. Starting from this point it 
will be possible to comprehend the commercial ariiri/y of agricultural 
co-operatives in the sale of agricultural produce.
2. SCOPE OF AC T IV ITY  OF AG R ICU LTU R AL CO-OPERATIVES
In the foregoing section the point of departure was the fact that — 
with due account taken of the legal regulations relating to the branch 
to which it belongs — each co-operative may determine its own scope 
of activity [restrictions constituted by the rulings of § 1, Section (2) but 
with many cases of exemption].
It appears indicated to present the activities rendered possible by the 
legal regulations for co-operatives belonging to the branch of agricul­
tural co-operatives.
Previously — as already mentioned — the Act on Agricultural Co-opera­
tives and its enacting clauses had differentiated between &asic, secon­
dary and complementary activity. Today, Act VI/1967 on agricultural 
co-operatives in its wording actually in force deems it sufficient to 
repeat, regarding scope of activity of agricultural co-operatives, rulings 
of the legal regulations already mentioned. Literally: "An agricultural 
co-operative may pursue any economic activity not prohibited or not 
reserved for state-owned economic units by law, legal provision or de­
partmental order" (Tv § 43.) The enacting clause [Cabinet Council Order 
7)1977)111. 12. (MT) declares: identical regulations are to be estab­
lished for one and the same activity, he it pursued by a state-owned 
company or an agricultural co-operative [§ 64, Sction (1)].
In Hungary, some activities may only be pursued under observance of 
certain — very strict — conditions (sanitary, safety etc. regulations). 
Bureaucrats of the since abandoned mechanism, misguided by theses 
teaching the omnipotence of national property found everything in the 
best order where state-owned enterprises were concerned but looked 
askance at production plants of co-operatives. That is why it seems 
necessary to lay stress on the ruling according to which: "In case of 
withdrawal of a certificate or permit issued by authority, no legal pre-
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jndif!; may he applied on account of activities pursued bona fide on basis 
of the said permit [§ 64. Section (3) ].
7'n sw/a sp; An agricultural co-operative — same as any other co-opera­
tive is not excluded from carrying on commercial activity. As regards, 
however, the w ay of doing so is made apparent in Section 3. not conce­
aling the differences between possibilities and realities.
3. H AR K PTIX G  OF T U P  AGRR 1 l/ IT R A I,( () ()RPRAT)\  PS' OWX  
RRO D l'tTS AND  R1 R( HASP O P T H P  1X1)1 STRIAP AR'I'K I.PS 
R P Q llR P D  l-OR T H P  A G R K 1 PTURAP R R O D UITIO X
"Channel" is a notion callitig forth various ideas: the lacunas of Venice, 
the canalisation carried out by early monks for instance in the north of 
Prance w here the river Sevre reaches the Atlantic in order to gain arable 
land if I am right this is some place north of Xiort — however, in 
- many places and so in Hungary, channels mean the outlets through 
which an economic unit for instance agricultural co-operatives may 
sell their produce to one or several customers that is to say through one 
or several channels.
With the exception of some commodities — tobacco, red pepper (seaso- 
niug paprika), wool an agricultural co-operative may sell its products 
to anvbody.
The customer thus ¡nav be:
¡G state-owned purchasing agency (slauchter-house. export company) 
AJ consumers' co-operative (in Hungary APPS/ =  General Consumers 
and Males Co-operative)
<"j another, state-owned or co-operative agricultural enterprise, such 
as state farm, agricultural co-operative, special purpose agricultural 
co-operative
'/7 large consumer economic unit or budgetary ¡¡nit such as hotels, 
state-owned or co-operative catering establishment, hospitals, 
r ) private tradesman (grocery, restaurant)
/ ) actual consumer
The contract which in cases uj to '/) covers the turnover of the product 
is a special type of contract drawn up for nms.s-Punorfr of agt ¡cultural 
products, called "Gne//w7/nr /Ac w<rZ-p/dn/ n/''g/rb'M//arn/ prw/ar/.s" (Rtk 
§§ 417-422).
There is nothing to prevent — particularly if the agreement is immedia­
tely followed by the performance — that the parties conclude a sales 
contract (Rtk 363 — 377) with agi¡cultural cooperatives or else sell their 
products bv ¡¡leans of commission contracts (Rtk §§ 507—313) (see 
Sections 3. and 6.). The trade relations as per a ) to '/7 are characterised 
by the fact that, as a ¡ tile, the parties agree with each other long bcforc 
the time or performance. It ¡night be said that a large-scale agricultural 
unit (state-farm, agricultural co-operative, special-purpose agricultural 
co-opcrativc) elaborate their production plans on basis of such contracts
]m; iMiti-: SAtcini
concluded well in advance for instance prior to the sowing or before 
commencing the fattening of animats.
On the other hand, trade retations wit)) p /aw/a/M/.s- ns ¡ter are
characterized by their spontaneity, eventuality. Private merchants buy 
goods from agricutturat co-operatives mostly in the open markets where 
producers — thus also agricultural co-operatives — appear with their 
goods: still it frequently occurs that an agricultural co-operative and the 
merchant have a preliminary agreement to the effect that the (arm will 
continually supply to the merchant certain produce (mainly fruit and 
vegetables) during the whole vear, or season.
Direct sale to rua.sMMtcr.s' can be effected in open markets or else in a 
shop kept by the co-operative. In the former case, agricultural co-opera­
tives, same as any other producer, will appear with their goods in the 
market place or market hall, will rent a stand: in the latter case, they 
will on their own premises provide the interested consumers all the year 
round with the agricultural produce of the appropriate kind (vegetables, 
fruit, porkbutcher's goods such as sausage, cured or otherwise preserved 
meat and bacon). The agricultural co-operative may sell in such perma­
nent shops not only their own produce (though in most cases they do 
that) but also goods purchased for the purpose from other producers. 
The delicatessen shops of the agricultural co-operatives — and in general 
of large-scale farming estates are very popular with the customers 
for their goods on sale, particulary the porkbutcher's wares and pickles 
offer special flavours characteristic of the region where the co-operative 
is located.
Mention has to be made of the wine-growers' shops of viticuttural co­
operatives. They are popular because they cater for the palate of custo­
mers preferring the characteristic wines of a certain region. These shops 
are simply fitted out and sell as complement only some snacks to en­
hance the taste of the wine.
In Hungary, as in other countries of advanced agriculture, fanning is 
greatly mechanised, using a multitude of industrial articles. Up to 
the large-scale agricultural estates had no pur/* q/ /Acir men.
Mechanized labour of basic importance: plughing, soil preparation, so­
wing, reaping were perf rmed bv the state-owned amr/oMC sPPm/es on 
the fields of the agricultural co-operatives.
Plant care, plant protection and to a great part also harvesting were 
done by manual labour or by the he!]) of beasts of burden (horses or 
cattle). However, the machine stations had no interest in the result of 
their work which then reflected this attitude. Therefore, as soon as the 
agricultural co-operatives possessed the necessary funds (in this they 
were assisted by the deleting or their earlier credit debts and by a consi­
derable by the deleting or their earlier credit debts and by a considerable 
raise in the purchase-price of the products sold to the state purchasing 
agencies) they purchased the machines front the machine stations which 
no longer performed any field work but did servicing and repairs. Later 
on they were less and less needed even for this, because the large estates
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and co-operatives established — by their own efforts or in association 
with others — their own service and repair stations.
From the sixties onwards, and particularly after 1968, the agricultural 
co-operatives have their own machines. At the beginning the machines 
were allocated. This meant that agricultural machines could be purcha­
sed by co-operatives that recieved a permit (*nKorutiou^ to do so from 
the entrusted with organising the of these machines.
Later on — from beginning of the seventies — the supply of machines 
was established on commercial basis and since that time every agricul­
tural co-operative possessing their own (or credit granted) funds, may 
purchase any means of production from the commercial enterprises to 
whose sphere such equipment belongs.
Up to 1981 the sale o f agricultural equipment was the task of Agro- 
troszt, a highly centralized organisation extending over the entire co­
untry. The meaning o f the word 'trust" in Hungary's economic liie 
needs some explanation — let us quote here the referring provision of 
the Civil Code: "The founding organ may — with a view to promoting 
the economical functioning and the development o f the enterprises 
under its supervision set up a trust for the directing o f these enterprises. 
The trust and the enterprises (compaines) within its frame are legal 
entities [Ptk § 39, Section (1)].
For a better approach to the role o f the trust the Company Act (VI/ 
1977)3 should be consulted. According to it, the trust may instruct the 
company to carry on a certain defined activity and may issue obligatory 
directives for the company's economic operations; it also has the right 
to re-group the assets o f the company [§ 49. Section (1)]. The trust is 
responsible for it that the company shall meet its commitments (such 
as paying taxes) towards the state budget [§ 50, Section (1)].
Should a company within the trust work at permanent loss or has in 
consequence lost its reservefunds, it is the trust that will make arran­
gements for settling the loss (§ 50. Section (2)]. It is not difficult to see 
that the trust acted for the company, and the companies had next to no 
independence. Within the trust each company managed to survive, 
profit of those who did better came up for the losses of the unprofitable 
units.
Thus it is no wonder that companies — which, as a rule, catered for an 
entire county by supplying agricultural equipment — made no efforts — 
or hardly any — to provide good service for their customers. No estimate 
was made o f the requirements, performance was delayed spare parts 
were not made available or were supplied at random.
In 1981 Agrotroszt was liquidated and the enterprises united under it 
became independent state-owned companies of which an increased acti­
vity is expected. How this activity will work out cannot be foreseen at 
the moment, the general recession is felt by the farming estates — among 
them by the agricultural co-operatives — and they are not in the posi­
tion to make major investments. The situation is similar in respect of 
fertilizers, soil improving agents, pesticides as well.
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To sum up: The agricultural co-operatives purchase the industrial artic­
les required for their operation from state-owned companies in general 
established for supplying these goods to customers of a county. There 
are, however, no administrative measures to prevent orders being placed 
direct with the manufacturing works. This market is practically ruled 
by the law of supply and demand, with the proviso that the price of 
major machinery equipment is fixed by the central authority and certain 
products, such as motor vehicles can only be obtained if the co-operative 
has been alloted a permit by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Ad­
ministration. For major purchases the farmers may obtain credit faci­
lities.
4. TH E AG R ICU LTU R A L CO-OPERATIVE AS INTEG RATO R  OF 
TH E SMALL-SCALE (HOUSEHOLD) PR ODUCTION
In respect of agricultural production the original conception of the 
socialist system had been the following: the large-scale enterprises far­
ming the bulk (almost 100 per cent) of the agricultural area, the state- 
owned estates and the co-operatives are producers of commodities. Their 
task is to provide for the population all the agricultural items that can 
be produced on the soil and in the climate of the country, further to pro­
duce industrial plants and to create the commodity basis for the agri­
cultural export.
On the other hand, small farming — that as per the original conception 
should only have existed as household farming carried on by the mem­
bers o f the agricultural co-operatives for the purpose o f providing the 
member and his family with fruit, vegetables, fowls, possibly keeping a 
cow or pig(s) for their own consumption.
This conception did not work out as excepted. The fact is that today 
in Hungary the produce of small farming exceeds the personal require­
ments of the producer (and his family) and has become commercial 
commodity. Small farming has taken three forms:
a ) household-farming of the workers of state-owned estates and of 
members of co-operatives:
5) farming lots allocated as emolument to the workers of stateowned 
estates and some groups among the pedagogues; 
csm allholds of wage-earners and pensioners.
Smallholders come likewise under the rule that they have to find buyers 
for their goods. This constituted no problem during about ten years 
after the socialist re-organizing of agriculture — the setting up of co­
operatives — (1959 —1960). The market evinced shortage and the small­
holders appeared with agricultural products mostly offered in natural 
state preserved by some "home-made" method and found customers 
for their goods without difficulty.
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The seventies brought a clurnge in the situation, sm-h as:
nj Tiie regulations restricting smaitiiotd fanning ceased to exist. Cont­
rary to the eariier situation when legal ¡¡rovisions def ined the number 
of cattle, sheep, pig tiiat a smaifholder — particularly a member of a 
co-operative was allowed to keep, he can now keep any number he 
can cope with.
Over and above relinquishing restrictions, smallholders are encou­
raged to produce.
<-) Smallholders have adopted by anti by up-to date agricultural tech­
nologies: this was assisted bv the renewed availability (from pro­
duction and from import) of machines that can lie used in small- 
scale farming.
d ) tender these conditions the quantitity of the agricultural products 
of small farming kept increasing and the market became more anti 
more saturated.
c J The interest of the consumers turned from the [tosince brought to 
the market in natural state more and more towards semi-finished, 
readv-to-cook goods, but the smallholders were were not in possession 
of the technique necessary for producing such goods.
/1 The purchasing agencies that buy the bulk of agricultural produce 
from the large-scale producers were accustomed to obtain the goods 
in one lot. in uniform (¡uality. in great quantity and possibly at some 
degree of semi finished state.
Thus the small-scale producer offering a restricted (juantitv at a 
time and even this on a uniform standard of (¡uality. was no longer 
competitive in some field of the market. Produce of exceptionally 
good (¡uality could vc sold without difficulty. The merchandise, 
however, had to be taken to the market. The small-scale producers, 
however, do not do farming as their main job and the transport to 
the site of sale constitutes a problem for them.
The new situation repaired new solutions.
The targets were:
— to achieve that the produce of the smallholder answer the require­
ments of the national standards as welt as the general requirements 
of the market;
the producer had to be relieved of the burden of procuring the artic­
les necessary for the production same as of the enormous task of sel­
ling their goods;
— the small-scale producer had to be assisted in joining other produ­
cers in order to offer reasonable quantities to the purchasing agen­
cies;
— in the case of field produce assistance had to be provided for per­
forming work — where needed and feasible — bv large-capacitv 
agricultural equipment.
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Several attempts were made to meet these tragets. The consumers' and 
sales co-operatives arrived farthest in organising sale and purchase bv 
up-to-date methods for the small-scale producers, but, for one thing, 
they could provide us assistance in the production and. for another, 
being purchasers themselves, it was in their interest to obtain the goods 
of the smallholders at the lowest ¡nice.
T/oi.s ¡7 upprwrd оАо'ом.ч /Ac/ ни o;/o/w/dp/ o/gcиi.w;/он /cn.s needed cA)7A 
;eo;dd propide a ssis/aHee /<н /Ac p;odi;e/;oH roe*/ c/ /Ac .sane /оме wow/d Аире 
in/ere.s/ ;н -s-eding /Ac люмйАой/ег'л prodnee c/ /Ac е;р/;;и;;и; price. Action I - 
tural co-operatives are economic organisations of this kind.
As time went on. this theoretical recognition was followed bv [¡tactical 
measures. The agricultural co-opcratives integrated first the household 
farming of their own members, then they extended this activity to all 
small-scale producers of the district. There are some differences in the 
two kinds of relations but these have no bearing upon our present sub­
ject.
In what exactly docs consist the integrating activity of an agricultural 
co-operative ?
In short: /Ac ng;;e;d/;ovd ro-opera/ire provides- ns.s;'.s7n;;ee м  srde nnd 
рнггАа.'суЬг /Ac sn;nd-.sea/e prod a err.-,', a a d docs so Accoasc Ac Aos ddcrcs/ 
;n seddo/ /Ac;d prodacc o/ /Ac Acs/ price /An/ спи Ac n//ni;;ed ;и /Ac н;пг/с/.
It) detail:
nj The agricultural co-o])erative performs for the members without 
any compensation, for other small-scale producers on basis of an 
arrangement but in any case against payment — the field work re­
pairing major agricultural equipment (ploughing, soil preparation, 
sowing, spraying).
A) In order to achieve that the produce of the smallholder correspond 
to the standard requirements, the co-operative provides sowing seed, 
propagation material and ensures that the smallholder obtains bre­
eding material (chicklings, piglets, etc.) 
c) Producers from wholesalers -  at favourable price — the industrial 
items required for the agricultural production and forwards them to 
the smallholder.
d^ Provides expert advice to the small-scale producers: engages an 
raponun;;.'.'/ with the exclusive task of attending to the smallholders' 
problems.
Cy) When, far in advance of the time of performance, the co-operative 
concludes a sales contract in order to ensure placing of the goods, it 
always takes into account the identical produce of the integrated 
small-scale producers.
Hv the time of performance the co-operative collects the produce of 
the smallholders, performs their classification, packing, as necessary 
and forwards it to the place of acceptance. Tims it will tie achieved 
that the small-scale produce comes to sale in large quantities, pro­
perly classified.
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gq) I f  the agricultural co-operative sells the goods to a state-owned or 
co-operative-owned purchasing agency (slaughter-house, grain 
trading companies, canning factories), with no regard whether it 
comes from its own farm on from that of small-holders the co-opera- 
tice will get a gMpp/ewcMi oyer %/ie price as a reward for delivering a 
large quantity of produce in uniform quality. The co-operative's 
interest is served by this and the favourable arrangement is one of 
the compensations received for their integrating activity.
I f  co-operatives keep their own retail shop, they are entitled to the 
difference between the producer's price and the retail price. This 
constitutes another source of profit .
Today the small-scale producer is in a uery /ovoMroMe position in Hun­
gary, for it is up to him to choose between the following methods:
— he himself sells his produce in the market (particularly if it meets 
some special demand);
— be comes integrated in the operation of the consumers' and Sales 
Co-operative Afész — a favourable arrengement if de requires bo 
assistance in production:
— joins the integration of the agricultural co-operative the advantages 
of which have already been pointed out.
Still, the foregoing will only hold true in an optimal situation. I f  there 
is nobody to organize the sale for the small-holder, he will have to take 
his produce to the market. This may not always turn out successful. 
That is why a fairly great amount of goods produced by small-scale 
producers will perish it, owing to its structural features, the purchasing 
agency is not interested in obtaining it.
5. PARTIC IPATIO N  OF SPECIALIZED  AG R ICU LTU R AL GROUPS  
IN  TH E COMMERCIAL AC TIV ITY
In 1984 a considerable change occured in the organisational structure 
of Hungary's economy. This drifted (and still does) in two directions:
a)  Within the state-owned sector several big enterprises in monopolistic 
position — generally organized as /ry.sts — were abdished in order 
to call forth a cowpefifioa between the minor companies arising out 
of them. The centres established in order to represent the joint inte­
rests of the new compaines and to co-ordinate these interests were 
of less coherent structure then the trusts had been. These centres 
(not always called that) perform their duties under the guidance of a 
board of directors which consists of the directors of the companies 
and its president is a (general) director appointed by the head of 
the founding organ (ministry or government authority).
5^ ) The rigid company structure of more than thirty years' standing 
was slackened and the companies were enabled to set up subsidiary 
companies, to establish joint work teams; it became likewise pos-
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sible to cat) into being small enterprises, small co-operatives and spe­
cialised co-operative groups of considerably simplified structure and 
administration.
The aim is to find those organisational forms in which a group or 
team can pursue some economic activity independently, whit incre­
ased intensity and with more sense of responsibility so that the inco­
me of the workers (members) should depend, pre-eminently on the 
economic results achieved by the team.
The specialized yrowp a/ an ayricMifarai co-opera%ipe is an organisa­
tional form of economic activity which makes it possible that within 
the co-operative there could be set apart a group or team doing one 
specialised kind of work as for instance viticulturists within a co­
operative mainly engaged in grain producing but possessing wine- 
yards as well and this group acts with a high-degree independence 
by using the assets, funds, soil made available by the co-operative 
and/or by the members of the group.
The specialised agricultural work group has aidoMowiy and a certain 
ecoMOMMc as a cH as accoantlay independence. The specialised group is 
no JeyaJ eniiiy (Government Order 27/1981/IX. 5.) concerning speci­
alised agricultural work groups § 1, Sections (2) (3)*. 
d?asis of the economic activity of the group is constituted by the 
private /m/diny o/ the members, but carrying on joint work in the 
common interest of their activity, they may set up a joint farm (as 
per the example quoted in the foregoing: raising graftlings) and joint 
plants (wine-grape processing, wine cellars) [see the above Govern­
ment Order § 11, Section (3)]. In these circumstances — when the 
actual production goes on at the members' own holdings — the main 
trends in the activity of the specialised groups are the pwcAage and
sa?eS.
The relative independence of the specialised group is made apparent 
by the following:
— oaf o/ iAeir taiiny.s they cover the costs of production the other 
expenses and they set up their fixed funds and their working 
funds (see above Government Order § 12, Section (3));
— the co-operative is not entitled to commit the specialised group 
in respect of production, purchase, sale and the utilisation of 
their income [§ 13, Scetion (3)];
— on the other hand, the co-operative will be responsible tAeir 
entire assets for the debts related to the activities of the specialised 
group [§ 15, Section (2)], while the members only to the extent 
of the funds they contributed — consequently the specialised 
group may only operate on basis of a decision of the general me­
eting of the co-operative and only within the scope there defined 
[§ 3, Section (3)]. The board of the co-operative will determine the 
limit value beyond which a commitment for the specialised group 
may only be undertaken upon the previous written approval of 
the board [§ 13, Section (1) Para e)].
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in connection with the commercial activities of a relative)v inde­
pendent agricultural specialised group a few ¡iroblems will arise. 
The/irs/ oi these in the parcAa.se aad .sa/e effected hy the specialised 
grou])/or /Ae .s'pon.s'orin<7 co-opera/iye. The group may perform such 
tasks hy the following arrangements:
on basis of an agreement referring to the relations of the group 
and the co-operative and approved by the general meeting or bv 
the meeting of deputies [§ 3, Sections (2) (3);] or
— on basis of individual appointment (Civil Code Ptk § 474 to § 
483)and/or
— on basis of a commission contract (Ptk § .107 § 313.)
/a /Ae/ir&7 /im ru.se.s the specialised group acts in aaiae a/7Ac m-oprra- 
/ire. obtains rights and undertakes commitments direct on the co­
operative's behalf.
The third case is more complex. The specialised group is no legal 
antitv. In cannot conclude contracts in its own name. A contract 
with a seller or a buyer i. e. a so-called performance contract mav be 
concluded not in the group's but only in the co-operative's behalf. 
That is so, however, the co-operative is at the same the time prin­
cipal oi the specialised group. There seems to be a strange mixing 
up of legal entities or subjects at law.
In the semad ra.se the specialised group will effect sale and purchase 
for third parties. Starting from the fact that the group is no legal 
antitv, once again the position is that with the seller or buyer (de­
pending whether the group purchases or sells) the contract will be 
concluded not in the group's but in the co-operative's name. 
Dogmatically viewed, the situation is intriguing: the party in whose 
name the contract is concluded (the sponsoring co-operative) will 
not be held committed.
This way /Ae .spaa.saiai/ m-apera/iee ?r;7/ Armor /Ac .saA/'cc/ a/ a mu/ear/ 
/a M'AirA /Acre a<7/ Ac a a par/// passrs-sou/ rc/A/.s ar aadr/Vn/'iag raanad- 
oru/.s. On the other hand — as already said — if the contract is 
violated by the group, the co-operative will be held rr.spa/t.s;A/r to the 
iull extent of their assets. German dogmatics knew earlier the noting 
of commitment without responsibility (Schuld ohne flaftung) 
Hungarian law turns in this case the position the other wav round 
and the situation will be responsibility without commitment (Haf- 
tung ohne Schuld).
The /Add rase is when the specialized group effects purchase for its 
own members or sells the member's commodities. What can be the 
legal solution? Will the produce handed over for sale become the 
property of the cooperative ? (it cannot be that of the group, the 
group being no legal entity). Does the group according to the rules 
oi its inner circumstances carry out a responsibility ? And if the per­
formance is not satisfactory, who will be re.spa?MiA/c/' the group or 
the co-operative ?
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auitc a ))umber of questions. Which shows that goodwill is not al­
ways sufficient.
Those engaged in studying and(or a]i])lying the taw aflecting co- 
o])eratives have stit) a tmmbcr of tasks before them in funding dog­
matic support for novet tega! phenomena, in any case, it has become 
ctear that tega) entity is no tonger sufficient to express the tega) 
subject status of co-operatives: nor can the rute be apptied that res- 
ponsibititv (tiabitity) bears primarity always ])))on the party that 
tias undertaken some commitment.
ft is therefore advisable to fix the questions of liability possibly 
arising from commitments undertaken by the specialised group in 
the agreement concluded by the co-operative with the specialised 
group in order to define their relations to each other.
In spite of unclarified dogmatic, there is no doubt that a relatively 
independent specialised group can by its commercial activity relieve 
the co-operative from numerous task and as small unit with the 
interests of its members closely related, it may be a more approp­
riate organisational form to serve these interest than a large co-ope­
rative might be.
0. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY OE THE SALES. PURCHASE AN D  SER­
VICE COM PANY OP TH E  AORK U LTL 'R AL C O O PER ATIV ES
In 107!) a part of the agricultural co-operatives — through articles of 
partnership brought into being the Joint Sales. Purchaser and Servicing. 
Enterprise of Agricultural Co-operatives (T. Sx. K. E. R.). According to 
Hungarian Law. the joint enterprise is one of the companies constituting 
a legal entity which are established by economic organisations by means 
of articles of partnership (Civil Code§ 33. Section (1) para (3): Depart­
mental Order 4/l!)7H." §§ 2(i to 31).
( h'ganisational structure of the Enterprise:
This is nation-wide enterprise and its central office is its directing, 
controlling and administrative organ. The highest instance lor taking 
decisions is the Hoard of Directors consisting of the representatives 
of the members. The colleetive operative managing organ is the 
Management the members of which are elected lor 3 years by the 
Hoard from among their own members.
) The Enterprise has 1!) regional centres (one for each of the 11) count­
ries) — these O]¡crate as semi independent units.
The joint enterprise has for its main task the su/c of the products of 
agricultural co-operatives. In this sphere two procedures can be applied:
— obtaining by a transfer of property contract (sales contract, contract 
about the sale of agricultural produce) from the agricultural co­
operative the produce offered by the latter, selling it as its own pro­
perty either to resale organs (wholesaler, foreign trade company,
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slaughter house. .. ) or in retail to consumers, as according to its 
statutes, the enterprise can keep food-stores, resturants.
— takes the produce on commission basis, undertaking to sell it by 
contracts concluded in its own name. The sales price is paid to the 
co-operative and the enterprise receives a commission on it.
The co-operative acting as wholesaler supplies agricultural products to 
retailers. It may also act as agent, i. e. as internediary between the 
producers and the purchasing agents.
The enterprise's services include packing, possibly carrying tasks or the 
organising of the transport of goods.
Entrusted by the co-operatives (in fact on commission basis, this time 
purchase commission) the enterprise undertakes to procure agricultural 
and industrial articles required for the agricultural production.
A specific activity is to promote the acquisition of experience by organi­
sing through travelling agencies trips in Hungary or abroad where the 
delegated members (experts) of the co-operative can study the methods 
of others and have opportunity for the exchange of ideas and expe­
riences.
The profit of the enterprise is shared by the members. 40 per cent of the 
profit is distributed proportionately to the funds by which the members 
participate, 60 per cent according to their participation in the turnover 
achieved.
This system of distribution may induce the members to sell or purchase 
through the intermediary of the enterprise. Any losses of the joint under­
taking is borne by the members in proportion to their contribution of 
funds.
At first sight the enterprise seems to be an economic organisation set 
up by the agricultural co-operatives and suitable to strengthten the 
market position of the agricultural co-operatives. Yet, it realizes a slight 
turnover only. There are several reasons for this.
a^ Hungary is a rather small country and gives little scope to mediating 
commerce. The parties can easily find each other without a commer­
cial organisation acting as mediator and thereby increasing the price 
of the product.
6 The enterprise TSZKER as independent company becomes detached 
from the member co-operatives. It has, in fact, its own life to such 
extent that the control possibilities of the members are reduced to 
the minimum.
c T h e  organisational structure is bureaucratic it is a national centre 
on top of the hierarchy, a true ruling power — so that the regional 
centres have a very slight independence left to them. The organisa­
tion — like, alas, many other centralized economic bodies — does 
not adapt itself to the economic tasks but copies the model — and 
attitude of the Office, of the Authority, 
d^ ) Practically, the Enterprise takes the attitude towards the agricultu­
ral co-operatives (whether they are members or not) employing
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its services as there were no connection between them apart from 
the ad hoc commercial contract in which, of course, each of the par­
ties will consider their own interest only.
These days the agricultural co-operatives avail themselves of the services 
of the Enterprise in the case of purchases ior which they have to obtain 
permits or approval (more exactly: good connections) and this is how 
an economic organisation will hv and hv become a simple office.
The state-owned estates have likewise a commercial centre of this type, 
established in the form of limited company, hearing the name: State 
Farm Commercial Company Ltd. This is older than the Enterprise of 
the co-operatives and is somewhat more efficient.
7. AG R ICULTUR AL EXPORT,'IM PORT A N D  TH E  CO-OPERATIVES
In Hungary's economy an important part is played by the export of 
agricultural goods or as they are more frequently called of the food pro­
ducts?. Approximately one third of the goods produced by the food 
industry comes to he exported. The export of agricultural products plays 
in important role in maintaining the balance of the national economy. 
Only a small part of the export revenue of the agriculture is used for 
import purposes, so that this income serves also to cover the import de­
mand of other baranches of economy.
The export of agricultural goods forms part of the foreign trade. It seem 
therefore indicated to say something of the foreign trade in general. 
The foreign trade is regulated by the Act 111/1974.s This — heretofore 
mentioned as "the Act" defines the status of the foreign trade as state 
monopoly as well as its tasks and the part it plays in the national eco­
nomy. It also sets up the basic rulings about organisational system, 
operation, directing and controlling and regulations the basic rights and 
commitments of the state administration, the economic organisations 
and of the citizens in respect of the foreign trade. (§ 1. of the Act).
Some more important rulings of the Act required lor understanding 
what fallows are:
In the People's Republic of Hungary the foreign trade is a state mono­
poly [§ 3. Section (1)].
This means that the appropriate organs of the State will
— by concluding international (inter-state) contract and by other 
means provide the international conditions ior the foreign trade;
— set up the organisational system of the foreign trade;
— grant the right to carry on foreign trade activity;
— direct and control the said activity [§ 3, Section (2) of the Act.)
The tasks mentioned above will be, as a rule, carried out by the Ministry 
of Foreign Trade or, in exceptional cases, by the Cabinet Council (the 
(Government) [§ 3, Section (3) of the Act.)
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The Aet considers ns foreign trade activity the preparing and concluding 
of foreign trade contracts, this being the contract concluded by the 
Hungarian party with a foreign ¡tarty (§ 3. of the Act). Such contractu 
are primarily the contracts transferring property hut the scope extends 
to contracts regulating in various ways the co-operation between foreign 
and Hungarian companies.
Foreign trade activity may be carried on by an economic organiation 
interested with the right of doing so (company entitled to carry on 
foreign trade). Such a company is an economic organisation which is 
interested with this right
bv its deed and statutes (foreign trade company)
— by a special authorisation (company entitled to carry foreign trade)
(§ 6. of the Act).
In Hungary there are foreign trade companies expressly founded by the 
government or the Minister of Foreign trade to exercise foreign trade 
(and no o/Acr activity). At the beginning these companies Avere exclusi­
vely state-owned enterprises, later on co-operatives were likewise estab­
lished for doig foreign trade.
The second group of enterprises, co-operatives and other economic units 
such as economic associations (Civil Code §§ 3(18 to 572) invested with 
the right to (exercise foreign trade comprises the economic organisations 
whose main activity is not the foreign trade but some other economic 
activity. A company or a co-operative opining that it might achieve 
better results if it effected sales abroad by its own efforts or would estab­
lish (without the intermediary of a foreign trade company) direct co­
operation relations with a foreign party, may apply to the Minister of 
Foreign Trade for the right of foreign trade activity.
The right of carrying on foreign trade can be granted to the applicant 
if this serves the foreign trade interests of the national economy and the 
economic organisation in (¡uestion possesses the funds, organisation and 
personnel required for a successful foreign trade activity [§ 7. Section 
(1) of the Act). If should be mentioned here that there are lew agricul 
tural co-operatives that can melt this requirements. Therefore, if an 
agricultural cooperative — or some other corporation — wishes to 
approach foreign trade, it will heve — and this is the third possibility
— to establish an economic association with a company entitled to 
carry on foreign trade. In this case the agricultural co-operative supplies 
the produce i.e. the assets while the company entitled to do foreign 
trade provides expert foreign trade knowledge, i.e. personal contribution. 
Hstablishment of an economic corporation for foreign trade can be like­
wise initiated by an economic organisation invested with foreign trade 
right. As a rule, there is nothing to prevent the formation of such corpo­
rations. (Dcpartmcnta] Order 4/19)78 on economic corporations § 46). 
To resume: an agricultural cooperative may be the subject of a foreign 
trade contract and/or may pursue foreign trading activity in more or 
less direct form in the following cases:
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it has been granted the right of foreign trading — it may be the di­
rect subject of a foreign trade contract; or
it has estahtished with an organisation invested with foreign trade 
right an economic association or corporation for foreign trade — in 
which case not the agricutturat cooperative wi!) be the subject of the 
foreign trade contract, but that economic association (§§ 57 to 61 
of the Act) or economic corporation (§§ 568 to 572 of the Act) of 
which ttie cooperative is a member.
Let it be added that for a tong time the agricutturat cooperatives taut 
tiardtv any rotations even with Hungarian foreign trade companies, the 
route of an agricutturat produce destined for export having been — even 
ifit  was exported in natural state — the fot towing:
Stage t. Agricutturat producer — state-owned company or cooperative 
as purchaser.
Stage 2. tntand purchasing agency — Hungarian foreign trade company 
Stage 3. Hungarian foreign trade company — foreign customer.
The route of agricutturat import goods was tikewise tengthy tit) it reached 
the producer.
Stage ). Foreign supplier — Hungarian foreign trade company 
Stage 2. Hungarian foreign trade company — production contractor 
and distributor for sowing seeds;
Stage 3. Production contractor amt distributor for sowing seeds 
agricuttura) producer.
For a tong time it was entirety indifferent for the agricutturat coopera­
tives whether the route of the produce ended in the intand or the foreign 
market. They did not even know this. Today this is known in the case 
of several products and the export price supptement is an inducement. 
To incite the producer to make speciat efforts in order to attain intro­
duction to foreign markets it woutd tie necessary to tet it have a share 
in the foreign (convertible) exchange for which the produce has been 
finalty sotd.
However, Hungary being in need of convertibte foreign exchange, such 
currency is not obtained by the ¡tarty actualty producing the goods for 
which it is ¡iáid, but comes to be atloted.
tf today some produce — such as livestock, pork — is exported, this 
is effected either by the Hungarian foreign trade company or etse by an 
association or corporation entitled to foreign trading. In the first case 
the proceeding is ruted by the legal standards governing the intand 
contracts of the foreign trade companies, in the second case it is ruted 
by the corporation contract.
These contracts come under the ruling of the Departmentat Order 32) 
t!)67 ()X . 23) MT."
As per the tegat provisions, the foreign trade companies as wett as the 
intand (producing) parties have a free choice of the type ot contract that 
they want to conclude in respect of the foreign trade activity.
There is one exception to this: a sates contract (Civit Code §§ 379 to 386)
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may only be concluded within the sphere determined by the Minister 
of Foreign Trade. (§ 1. Sections (1) and (2) of Departmental Order 32/ 
1967 (IX . 23) MT.
The most important type of contract about large-scale turnover of 
agricultural products might be a contract of free choice, however, the 
foreign trade companies are, in most cases, willing to concluded a com­
mission contract only.
Their prudence is comprehensible. I f  they buy the goods but cannot sell 
it, they have to bear the loss. I f  they take it on commission, they do 
not have to pay the sales price and get a commission — some commission 
even if they have not succeeded in bringing about a contract of realisa­
tion with the foreign party. The risk falls upon the inland seller. 
Hungarian law rules about the foreign trade commission by preference 
given to the commissioned party (the Hungarian foreign trade company). 
Departmental Order 32/1967 (IX . 23) §§ 13 to 32.
The present study started from the hypothesis that the agricultural 
cooperative wishes to sell agricultural produce and is purchaser for 
industrial articles required fot the agricultural activity. This is indeed 
the case — in general. In the past ten years, however, a great number 
of agricultural cooperatives have undertaken industrial production, 
thus offering for sale not only agricultural produce but industrial articles 
as well and they purchase not only industrial articles required for the 
production but also industrial raw materials. The sale — to the proces­
sing industry, to commercial companies dealing in industrial goods is 
covered by a sales contract (Civil Code §§ 379 to 386) and the same 
type of contract is mainly applied for the purchase of raw material as 
well.
The cooperatives keep no shops selling industrial products, however, 
besides the sales contract, as principal legal form, they may use in the 
sale and purchase of industrial articles various other types of contract 
suitable to cover the transfer of property right (right of use) in the turn­
over of industrial goods.
NO TES
* Civil Code Act IV/1977 about modification and uniform wording o f Act IV/1959 on 
the Civif Code o f the People's Republic o f Hungary
2 Cp. French-Hungarianagro-legal seminary 1982 (Budapest University of Law, Insti­
tute for Post-graduate Studies)
Imre Sar&ndi: Role o f the State in the Turnover of agricultural products. Volume 1. 
1. Page 1 7 -3 3
Imre S&r&ndi: Le role de l'Etat dans tes echanges des produits agricoles. II. 119 — 138 p. 
Imre Sarandi: The Sales Contract for Agricultural Products. (Doctoral dissertation. 
Manuscript 1982 1010 p).
3 Full titleo fthe legal provision: Act VI/1977 o fthe state-owned enterprises
* A  specialized agricultural group may be set up not only within an agricultural coo­
perative but also in specialized agricultural cooperatives, piscary, consumers', sales and 
purchasing cooperatives, as well as state-owned estates, state forestries, further in economic 
corporations belonging to this and to any other food producing branch. (Departmental Or­
der 27/1981/IX. o/MT, § 1, Section/1)
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Accordingly the legal provision here quoted consists o f three parts:
— the first part (§ 1) defined the notion and purpose of the specialized group;
— the second part (§§ 2 to 27) refers to the specialized groups o f cooperatives;
— the third part (§§ 28 to 33) contains the provisions referring to specialized groups 
of state-owned estates.
5 The specialized group may carry on agricultural production (cultivation o f plants, 
fruit, wine-grape and vegetables, stock breeding) forestry, primary wood processing, further, 
processing and selling of agricultural produce and products; producing maintenance and 
overhaul of materials, implements and equipment for agricultural plants and small holders' 
farms as well as activities related to agricultural production and processing. (Departmental 
Order 27/1981 (IX . 5/MT§ 11. Section (2).
e Exact title o f the legal provision: Legal Provision 4/1975 o f the Presidential Council 
o f the People's Republic o f Hungary about the economic associations.
? Imre Sarandi: The Sales Contract for Agricultural Products (doctoral dissertation 
thesis, Budapest 1982)
s Exact title o f the legal provision: Act 111/1974 on the foreign trade
8 Title of the legal provision: Departmental Order 37/1957 ( IX . 23.) on the inland con­
tracts o f companies carrying on foreign trade.
DIE ROLLE DER LANDWIRTSCHAFTLICHEN PRODUKTIONSGENOSSENSCHAFTEN 
IN DER VERWERTUNG DER LANDWIRTSCHAFTLICHEN PRODUKTEN
S Ä R Ä X D IIM R E
1 Vor der Zeit der 1958-jährigen Wirtschaftsreform gehörte zu dem gesetzlich bestimm­
ten Aktivit&tsbereich der Landwirtschaftliche Produktionsgenossenschaften nur die streng 
genommene landwirtschaftliche Produktion (Pflanzenbau, Viehzucht) aber nicht z.B. das 
Verarbeiten und Verwertung in eigenem Geschäft. Die erzeugte landwirtschaftliche Produkte 
in ursprünglichen Zustand — in gewissen Zeiten auf Grund von Staatsverwaltung Vor­
schriften — wurden gewöhnlich selbst um Erzeugungskost, oder sogar unter dessen, später 
(seit 1957) auf Grund von Kontrakten an weiterverkaufende staatliche Lebensmittelunter­
nehmen bzw. dazu spezialisierte staatliche und genossenschaftliche Handelsunternehmen 
verkauft;
2 Die Wirtschaftsreform rufte ins leben die Möglichkeit der sogenannten „mehrkanal" 
Verwertung. Diese Möglichkeit bedeutete genauer, dass die Landwirtschaftliche Produk­
tionsgenossenschaften konnten ihre Produkte für jedermann und auch in den eigenen Le- 
bensmittelverkaufsteUen — unmittelbar dem Verbrauche ¡'verkaufen.
3 Die Privatproduzenten — die könnten Werktätige der Landesproduktionsgesell­
schaften und andere Staatsbürger z.B. Hauptbeschäftigte in Gewerbe, Handel usw. sein — 
könnten früher ihre landwirtschaftliche Produkte nur schwierig au f Markt zu bringen. Wegen  
das schwache Interesse der Werktätigen in dem sozialistischen Handel zeigten die Gross 
sunternehmen — die schon angewöhnt waren grössere Mengen von gleichmässigen Qualität 
von den Grossproduzenten über zu nehmen — kein Interesse au f die Angebote der Klein­
produzenten. Auch die staatliche Organe waren nicht befreundet mit den Privatproduzen­
ten, denn befürchteten dass diese Tätigkeit „erzeugt den Kapitalismus".
Die Ausschaltung dieser ideologischen Ballastes wurde erkannt dass die wirtschaftliche 
Situation ist dann gesund wenn in den einzelnen Wirtschaftszweigen auch gross, mittel und 
klein Unternehmen vorhanden sind.
Die neue rechtliche Vorschriften berechtigten die landwirtschaftliche Produktions­
gemeinschaften auch die Produktion und Verwertung auch in den eigenen Hauswirtschaften 
der L P G  Mitglieder und in den sogenannten Hilfswirtschaften zu „integrieren" damit in 
der Produktion und Verwertung behilflich sein. A u f diese Weise sammelt die L P G  die Pro­
dukte der Produzenten und verkauft diese in grossen Partien (Der Kleinproduzent kann 
natürlich selbst seine eigene Produkten verkaufen.)
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НОЛЬ СЕЛЬСКОХОЗЯЙСТВЕННЫХ КООПЕРАТИВОВ в сьыгЕ  
СЕЛЬСКОХОЗЯЙСТВЕННЫХ ПРОДУКТОВ
ПМРН1ИАРАНДН:
1 До xttaHHCTtteHHoit рефорл\)-[, проведенной и iOOS году в сферу деятельности 
сельскохозяйственных кооиер;ти!(Н{ нходн.ю л т т ,  — в ctpoto.M понятии — сель­
скохозяйственное производство (расстеннсводство и ЖИВОТНОВОДСТВО). В это время 
не было возможности для псрераооткн он 1Х нродукто)! и их cot.ita в MatTtttnuax ко-
))ператнвов. На основе [чсударственщиз) указа коопсрачин.! продавали свои про- 
думы персрабат1,н!ан)Ищ.м[1рсд]!рпитин.м,государстистн,1м предприятиям нищсвон 
промышленности, выделено),;х ддя [¡[юдажн сс-ч-скохозяйствоинях ronapttH и спе- 
ниализиров;иии-1м госу.юрственным и кооператив)н-1мчт)р1[)в[,1.мор[аиизаниямв 
[);г]уралы)омсосшянии, об)-]чиои))же себестоимости шш по ][е[)еблизкоксебесп)и- 
мост.
2 Хозяйственная pet[top,M;t создала воз\)ожносч. для «.мно! тжанального сбыта ,. 
Эта означает то, что сельскохозяйственные кооперативы имеют право продавать свои 
продукты любой opiatmaannit пли же их продавать в св))ихм;иазннах непосред­
ственно t torpcöt пел я \t.
3 Раныле частные, мелкие нргщзноднтели и,мели труд)шсти в продаже своих 
сел))Скохозяиственных продуктов. Иастны.тнт, мелкими производителями могут 
б ы ч .: роботники ко))перативов и госхо.ин! или штатные работники ttptt.Mbtm.teHHX, 
торговых н дру1 их ор]аннзаний. Из-за отсутствия стимулирования работающих в 
соииалистческой торговле крупные предприятия — для которых было привычно 
покупать товары в болшпих объёмах н равномеро.м качестве — не обращали вни­
мание на предложения мелких иризводителей. Государственные органи также не 
смотрели положительно на частное производство, так как на основе устаревшей иде­
ологии боялись «возрождения капитализма'). Признавая тот факт, что как правило, 
экономическая структура функипонируст нормально в том случае, если в отраслях 
зкономии присутствуют крупные, средние и мелкие предприниматели было вынесено 
распоряжение о том, что сельскохозяйственные кооперативы могут оказан- помощь 
своим членам в производстве и сбыте. Здесь ¡местей в виду производство сельско­
хозяйственных продуктов и усадебных и подсобных хозяйствах. Это означает, что 
сельскохозяйственные кооперативы организуют сбор продуктов и продажу, (но в 
больших объёмах). Конечно, мелкие производители также могут продавать свои 
продукты непосредственно потребителям.
4 Крупные сельскохозяйственные прсдриятин в форме хозяйственных объеди­
нении и обществ (гражданский кодекс § 57 --6 ],{ } 56Н —572) создали на «сновании 
закона (Хе 4. it)7M ¡ ода) свои предприятия, охватывающие всю страну. Эти предпри­
ятия ведут в первую очередь комиссионную деятельность.
5 Доклад занимается проблемами организаций (приведенных в пунктах t 4) 
и их деятельности. Ищет путей и возможностей развития хозяйственного механизма 
и более эффективных форм сельскохозяйственных продуктов.
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